
After three years, we're longing to meet you in Europe!

Training with Ling & Lu in Spain

The essence of this class is drawn from 30 yearse of teaching and the experience of 10
million people from all round the world!!

This high Quality course will help you to see through"Reality"and discover your Trueself!

This is a rare chance to work one to one with these excellent teachers, in a face to face 
setting!



This complete practice system 
helps people to live with an open 
and free spirit. 
Find True freedom in this life, and 
not the next.

A thorough 
culture of 
practice

Qi Entirety
The science of reality

The application of Qi Entirety in Education. Help people to 
penetrate the veil, understand their essence,  and optimize 
their life, to bring man and nature into a harmonious unity.
It's a complete education system from cradle to grave.

The Education 
of Reality

Hun Yuan Medicine plays an important 
part in the application of Qi Entirety.
Its field is dedicated to recovery, 
maintaining physical and mental health 
balance and anti-aging.

The Medicine of 
Reality



The second course: 9th - 15th of 
September
Discover the root cause of illness, 
Activate the power of your self-

healing!

The first course: 1th - 7th of 
September
Therapist certificate 
course

14days

Intensive training
with  Ling & Lu

The courses will focus on 
the basic theory, the search 

for the root causes of 
disease, and the root cure.



1. For people who have taken  our online primary healing course, and would like 
to become therapist: You must participate in the full two weeks course to a high 
enough standard AND also pass the final exam. 
If you cannot attend the full courses, you cannot get the certificate, but you 
can accumulate corresponding points. When conditions permit, you can 
complete the missing courses and make up the points, then you can still get 
the certificate.
2. For people who wish to strengthen their immunity and lead a healthy lifestyle 
through Qigong: Join our course, deepen your understanding of Qigong, and gain 
credit for further healing courses or certificate.

3. We welcome healers from any background! If you have studied Easter or 
Western medicine, psychology, spiritual healing or counselling, we'd love to show 
you our "Healing of this reality".

4. Maybe  you would just like to join an intensive, in depth qigong healing course. 
You also could share and invite patients around you to join  for the course or for 
follow up treatments.

Enrollment 
target

We expect 
participants to 
complete as much of 
the two courses as 
possible if conditions 
permit.

This study will bring 
you life-long 
benefits!!!



3th Hardcore technology to transform the unconscious, repairing 
traumatic memories and limiting beliefs systems;

4th Go Inside and examine you own life experience. 

Outline of The Thrapist course

1th To find the roots of the disease from Hun Yuan medical point of 
view;

2th Reach into your subconscious, to see clear the roots;



Summer is a playful season, Children swim in
the cool lake, Legs up and down look like flyi
ng fishes ,but I have lost it.

Summer is a playful season, Children swim in
the cool lake, Legs up and down look like flyi
ng fishes ,but I have lost it.
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Outline of The Thrapist course



14th Deep mobilization and transformation from the energy level;

15th Interiorize, summary. Healers examine.

Outline of The second roots healing course

12th One to one setup a radical solution, practice with different healing techniques;

13th Reach into your subconscious, execute solution, intensive practice;

The first three days, teachers and healers together to help the 
participants to look  for the roots of the disease, know it clearly;



The prices of the 
courses

The price includes all expenses for meals, accommodation and tuition, 
not includes transport to and from.

Participants who haven't attended our online 
course:
1st week: 1050€
2nd week: 1120€
Two weeks: 1900€

Participants from the online Primary Course:
One week(no matter 1st or 2nd): 875€
Two weeks: 1730€.



Contact our European organisers

AUSTRIA    Dario mdonau@gmx.at

GERMANY  Hui hui8888@web.de

CZECH        Jitka jitka.masek@gmx.de

SPAIN   Alejandra jandra.qigong@gmail.com
Rocio info@onelight.es

ISRAEL       Orit bee.live2012@gmail.com

The UK     Isabel isabel@qi-gong.org.uk
Jeremy jem@quantumqigong.co.uk

NETHERLANDS    Yvonne yvonnehoeboer@gmail.com

France & Swiss   Soazic   soazicg@yahoo.com



About transportation
We've searched a few options, but here's the best one. You can also click on 
the hotel website to see if there is a better way to get there.

Hotel address: Maristas
Travesia avenida de Madrid, 28
26140 Lardero ( La Rioja)

By plane to
Bilbao

By bus to
Logrono Hotel

The"Alavabus" company, 11 buses in 
a day, 1.30/2h arrive.

Hotel website:
https://maristaslardero.es/


